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NEW RELEASE!
In our last issue of this newsletter we talked about some exciting news and we want to
share this exciting information with you.
On September 1st, AlgoTrades will be releasing and upgrading all its customers to the
improved algorithmic trading system which we are over the moon excited to share with
you.
-----------------------------------------------Almost every trading day, the market provides the new and improved AlgoTrades system
with many exciting opportunities to generate profits. For almost two years now, our
subscribers have taken advantage of our advanced auto-trading trading technology to
generate profitable opportunities.
Over the past two years, AlgoTrades has established a clear track record of success. Our
advanced algorithmic trading system provided a clear advantage over other services
during the trending market in conditions in 2014. Our new and improved advanced
trading solutions are designed to capture profitable opportunities in both trending and
rotational markets. This is something that most trading systems fail to accomplish as
they are typically designed for only one type of price trend. As a user of AlgoTrades.net,
you will receive the following benefits and opportunities.








Multiple systems to deploy
Reduced drawdown
Trades trending and rotating markets
Dynamic quantifying of trade objectives
Increased trading activity
Trades trends/rotation as it happens
Monthly AlgoTrades.Net Investment Newsletter (including detailed market analysis)

The AlgoTrades trading system is designed to dramatically reduce drawdowns, trade price
rotation more effectively (as they occur) and can quantify and execute varying degrees of
trade actions based on our proprietary momentum and rotational strategies. Our
advanced trading systems provide you, our subscriber, with the best opportunities to
profit from market price trends and rotation. No downloads, no software, no system
monitoring – a 100% completely automated trading solution.

NEW RELEASE - CONTINUED

Improved Advanced Trading System:
ALGOTRADES INVESTOR D30 (E-Mini S&P: ES)
SEE RECENT TRADING ACTIVITY & PROFITS: CLICK HERE
WATCH VIDEO OF IMPROVED TRADING SYSTEM – CLICK HERE
We are very excited to offer you this opportunity to experience this improved system at a
discounted price (only valid for the next 30 days), PLUS you get our 90 Day Money Back
Guarantee. We urge you to take advantage of our advanced technology. Simply put, we
value you as a customer and we want all of you to be successful with the AlgoTrades
System. We believe in what we are doing and the abilities of our trading system, we have
our own capital trading these systems right alongside of you.
This new and improved AlgoTrades system will go live on September 1st, 2015 for all our
users. Your subscription will begin on that date should you decide to take this offer today
as user capacity will be limited. Please contact me directly to take advantage of this
special offer if you have any questions at: Info@AlgoTrades.net. Or Reserve your seat
today by subscribing here.
We are very excited to be able to make this opportunity available to all of you and we
believe the AlgoTrades.net trading system will continue to generate exceptional
opportunities for all of us.
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The US stock market continues to grind higher but is doing so with eroding market internals.
With the stock market indexes rising, with fewer stocks moving up to support the rise, it’s just
a matter of time before a large correction occurs.
It seems everyone is calling to the market to top, and they have done so for the past 3 years.
But the key to success is to follow the market, not predict market tops or bottoms. Here at
AlgoTrades we follow price and trade alongside. We do have a bearish tone towards the next
1-2 years for stock prices, but we are not calling a market top, nor are we shorting the market
in anticipation. Instead, we actively trade the markets smaller trends which occur on a regular
basis (weekly and monthly) actively buying long, and shorting during falling prices.
The month of July has been an incredible month for the new and improved automated trading
system as you saw from the results above. The frustrating part is that it takes some time for
us to move and integrate this improved system into platform and setup to trade everyone’s
account. While the system is trading incredibly well during on the toughest market conditions
we have experienced in years, users of our system will not have these trades executed in their
accounts until September 1st. It is tough watching all this money being made day after day and
the trades are not executed in users accounts yet… but in a few weeks everyone will
experience the system and it’s results. But, until then our original system will execute trades
if/when they occur.
The stock market typically falls 3-7 times faster than it rises, which means we can make more
money, and make it faster during a falling market then we can make from a rising trend. Once
the major trend turns down (likely later this year) we will be off to the races with outsized
trading gains once again.
Over the next couple months we should start to see the US equities market top, and start to
correct. We will notify you through this monthly newsletter when the trend has officially turned
down so you can move your long term capital to cash, or better yet invest into inverse traded
funds to profit when the stock market falls.
The easier solution is to simply become a user of our Automated Trading System so every
trade is executed and managed for you so you can enjoy the finer things in life like spending
time with family and friends.

S&P 500 Monthly Chart – 7 Year Cycle
The SP500 index (US Stock Market) continues to be in and Uptrend.
The major trend line on the chart below must be broken in a big way before a full blown bear
market will be confirmed. This is still months away at best. The AlgoTrades INNER-Market
Analysis will get us positioned when the time is right and enable us to profit as the stock
market loses value.
Your long term equity investments can continue to be held at this point. Speculative and
momentum stocks (Russell 2K) continue to show weakness. Large cap stocks will likely be in
favor as the safe haven “blue chip” stocks, but when the market is ready to roll over, all stocks
will fall.
I do fear a global economic collapse is possible which I talk about in our Financial Crisis
Trading Newsletter. But at this time, we do not need to change our trading approach and
investment capital. But when certain events start to happen in the USA and abroad we will
need re-allocate some of our investment capital, but again, we will keep you updated on this
also when the time is right.

S&P 500 Quarterly Chart – BIGGER PICTURE
This chart I feel provides a great perspective on the overall market trend and price patterns.
This is the 70 year prospective. I hope something like this unfolds. Fingers crossed to a
nominal 12 month correction/bear market. This will build a new base for the next super cycle.
US Dollar has now reached the upper resistance trend line... we could see weakness in the
dollar going forward... Keep in mind this is a quarterly chart, lower prices may still be a few
months away.

Factory Orders Scream Recession/Correction
This has never happened outside of recession... Year-over-year, factory orders dropped 6.3%
(adjusted) but 8% non-adjusted, the most since the financial crisis. Against expectations of a
0.5% drop MoM, manufacturers saw new orders tumble 1.0% and previous months were
revised dramatically lower. Factory orders has now missed 10 of the last 11 months. Factory
Orders have fallen for 9 of the last 10 months...

Source: ZeroHedge

Also, the New York Stock Exchange and SP500 indexes are losing momentum.
The SP500 index has been trading sideways the over the last 6 months. It has not provided
many trades for our automated trading system (AlgoTrades).
NYSE BIG BOARD STOCKS – Breaking Down

Stock Market Rises with Fewer Stocks – RED FLAG
Since mid 2014 the US stock market has become move volatile. Fewer stocks participating in
the markets move up. This can be seen by comparing the percent of stocks trading above their
200 day moving average and the S&P 500 index.
Once the stock market comes to a complete stall it will drop violently. While I am not calling a
top yet, understand each month we are getting closer and I believe the stock market is in a
stage 3 topping process.

INNER-Investor Monthly Conclusion:
The New York Stock Exchange, S&P 500, and Dow Jones forming a bearish rising wedge which
they appear to have broken out of. This could be the start of a bear market but until the price
action truly confirms which is still a couple months away, the major trend remain up. The last
quarter of 2015 will provide great opportunities for everyone especially users of the AlgoTrades
system. BECOME AN ALGOTRADES USER CLICK HERE
OTHER TRADING EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS

“IF YOU’VE GOT 3 HOURS, WE’LL SHOW YOU HOW TO EASILY TURN
YOUR TRADING AROUND AND IMPROVE YOUR BOTTOM LINE BY AT
LEAST $1,000 EVERY MONTH”
…No B.S., No Kidding or Exaggeration. WE GUARANTEE IT!
Steaming Video Course: Click Here

If you are not part of the AlgoTrades program join today!
Not yet read my book? I highly recommend you do this as it walks you
through the key indicators/analysis used so you understand how the
AlgoTrades system can make you money on auto-pilot.
Digital Book Download: Click Here

A Sudden Collapse In Equities Is On The Way!
It is more critical than ever in our history to hedge against an economic
collapse, especially this year.
Seven experts from around the world agree with this impending
collapse and you will have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to profit
from chaos. Digital Book Download: Click Here

